The introduction of the host right before the radio show is also very important. It sets the tone of the show and places appropriate focus to the radio show host. It also serves as an important branding tool for the station. 10 Excellent Scripts For Introducing The Radio Host. Make sure your radio show introduction is worthy of your host. Start with a great well-written script. Here are a few to help you out. Simply replace the words in italics with your own radio station, radio show, and hosts' names: Playing the best mix of smooth jazz, R & B, and World, with your hosts Mike and Izabe... Welcome to MRC Radio, with your host Mike... Welcome to MRC Radio, with your host Mike...
everyone properly but short enough to not bore everyone in the room. Sample Welcome Speech for a Corporate Event. If you’re wondering what a great welcome speech looks like, here’s a sample you can use as a guide or template to help create your very own welcome speech: Introduction. Good Morning/Afternoon/Evening, Thank you to each and every one of you for being here with us today. We are v